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Dear Parent/Carer – Welcome to our latest edition of the Parent Safeguarding newsletter.
John Port Spencer Academy Safeguarding Team

Youth Clubs/Other clubs – There are two Youth clubs that are now up and running depending on where you live.
Hilton Youth Club – Hilton youth group are advertising a session they are running for students between the ages of 10-16yrs. This takes
place every Thursday during term time from 6.30pm - 8pm and comes with a 50p entrance fee. Registration forms must be completed
BEFORE coming to the session so they know how many students to expect. The location is: Hilton Village Hall, Peacroft Lane, Hilton
DE65 5GH. We sent this out as a parent mail earlier this term.
The Swad Youth Club – This takes place every Wednesday (The Wednesday night project) for children between the ages of 11-16yrs
(Years 7-11) between 6pm – 8pm and comes with a 50p entrance fee. The location is: William Allitt School, Sunnyside, Newhall,
Swadlincote DE11 0TL.
Forest School Club - Parklife and the EEP Team are pleased to offer a FREE Forest School experience Tuesday 7 June to Tuesday 12 July
at Swadlincote Woodlands 4pm to 6pm. Join them for six sessions of fun, den building, campfires, using ropes & playing games while
being outside in nature. Make new friends, learn new skills, increase your knowledge of woodlands and your sense of wellbeing.

2018

Attendance – Whole school and individual student attendance continues to rise in the academy on a weekly basis from its lowest
point back in November 21 due to high levels of Covid illness. It is important that every student strives to attend school every day (unless
they are genuinely ill) to ensure their individual student attendance rises to be the best it can be.
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Relationships and Sex Education – Over the course of this academic year Mr Green (in his role as RSE and PSHE
coordinator) has been working extremely hard to ensure RSE coverage in the school is strong and all year groups are taught the
content that is important to them. This is under the guidance of the statutory document that guides which content is delivered (The
curriculum mapping document for RSE is available on the website along with the RSE policy for all parents to see). To ensure the
academy continues to strive for improvement in this area we have been trying to achieve the RSE Bronze award that is assessed
through the local authority and we hopefully will soon.
To assess that we have been delivering content that is both relevant and informative a range of things have taken place. We have
surveyed a range of students (167) and they said:
1)
2)

89% - I am happy with how the Relationships and Sex Education lessons have been delivered this year.
89% - I feel the Relationships and Sex Education content was age appropriate to my year group.

In addition to this, assessment has taken place through focus group talks with students, learning walks in RSE lessons and through an
RSE assessment quiz for a sample of students. We have moved towards specialist teaching staff delivering the RSE content this year
and that has worked well.
If any parents do ever have any questions then we have a specific RSE e-mail address and we will get back to you –
RSE@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Mental Health Awareness week – All students were recently shown a PowerPoint presentation in form time that Mr
Perry put together, in his role of mental health lead for Mental Health Awareness week. The presentation focused on the topic of
loneliness. It is opportunities like this that all form tutors look to try and convey the message to every student that they should feel
comfortable in approaching a member of staff if they ever need support.

Prevent – A big thank you to Mr Collier in his role of Prevent lead and to all members of staff who supported the Prevent drama
presentation that took place in April for all students in Year 8 and 9.

ED4 (Knife Crime presentations) – In our commitment to educating our students about the risks that can present
themselves in our communities we have a strong working relationship with the Community policing team. As part of Enrichment day 4
they came in and presented about the dangers around knife crime to all Year 10 and 11 students with four presentations taking place to
half year groups.

E Safety – On the next two pages there are two E-Safety resources that may help support children to be more thoughtful about
group chats they may be a part of, as well as being more respectful online. Online safety continues to be a priority area in safeguarding
as many young people spend most of their leisure time accessing online content and communicating through social media/group chats.
AN ONLINE SAFETY GUIDE ON GROUP CHATS - Occurring through messaging apps, on social media and in online games, group
chats are among the most popular ways that young people engage with their peers online. Involving, by definition, three or more
individuals, these groups allow users to send messages, images and videos to everyone in one place. While they are useful for helping
friends, people with shared interests or members of a club to communicate and coordinate activities, they can also leave young people
feeling excluded and bullied – as well as providing opportunities for inappropriate content to be shared and viewed.
A FREE ONLINE SAFETY GUIDE ON 10 TOP TIPS FOR RESPECT ONLINE: INSPIRING CHILDREN TO BUILD A BETTER DIGITAL
WORLD - Even before lockdown inflamed the situation, one in every five 10- to 15-year-olds was experiencing bullying online: abusive
messages, having rumours spread about them or being excluded from group chats, for example. Through smartphones and tablets,
we’re used to being able to communicate from anywhere, at any time – but digital devices became commonplace so quickly that it
caused a problem: as a society, we haven’t properly adjusted to how different they’ve made life. Our top tips can help you to build
positive relationships online and avoid some of the potential issues.
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